Endpoint Health
The most advanced platform for superior endpoint compliance, security, and performance

Today’s Challenge
The onslaught of remote workers, expanding threat landscape, and complexity of IT systems exponentially exposes your
organization to catastrophic risk and lost end user productivity. Endpoint management tools fall short because of:
Lack of real-time understanding into what and where problems exist.

Reactive, manual response to Help Desk calls.

Agent-based managed endpoints that are offline or fail to

Network overload causing slow time-to-resolution.

communicate at any given time.
Data without an associated, automated action.

The Fastest, Most Scalable Solution
Adaptiva Endpoint Health automatically identifies and resolves any Windows configuration or vulnerability with unmatched speed, scale,
and reach.
Extends visibility and control beyond your VPN to encompass remote
internet-users.

Instantly assesses and fixes issues of 100,000’s of endpoints without
impacting the network or business traffic.

Empowers IT to build and customize unique workflows without writing
a single line of code.

Delivers actionable insight into the true status of every check,
remediation, and endpoint.

Your Business Benefits
Visibility

Performance

Gain visibility into the true state of every
endpoint and share that insight with
dynamic real time reporting.

Keep endpoints healthy for an improved
digital experience and user productivity.

Compliance

Help Desk

Achieve and easily validate compliance
requirements for corporate standards and
audits.

?

Minimize Help Desk calls and raise service
level satisfaction and SLAs.

Risk Mitigation / Security

Cost Savings

Ensure business continuity by closing
vulnerabilities for heightened security.

Reduce IT labor costs and boost the
bottom line.
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What Makes Adaptiva Different

Optimized

Adaptiva’s unique peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture delivers the
fastest, most effective endpoint management experience.

Eliminates network pressure ensuring
business traffic is unaffected.

Experience

Tools

Unprecedented speed and scale that you
never thought possible.

Finger-tip controls and no-code
authoring of proprietary workflows.

Management

Reputation

Control of remote endpoints with only an
internet connection.

Trusted partner of global leaders

Proven Success
Adaptiva customers save $millions each year in IT labor productivity, attain a more
secure environment, and deliver a superior digital experience.

Global Bank

Millions of health checks run each day across 100,000’s of global workstations
and ATMs to assess and proactively repair security vulnerabilities

Top 5 Shipper

Automate remediations of over 80% of health check failures eliminating
hundreds of hours in labor each week and accelerating time-to-resolution.

Fortune 500
Retailer

Dramatically shortened repair times from months to days with no network

Global Bank

Built over 125 custom health checks, without coding, to manage internally

impact, in spite of the wide deployment scope and large-file size of the patch.

developed applications greatly reducing non-compliance and security risk.

Start Today
Discover why so many Fortune 500 companies trust and depend on Adaptiva to
manage endpoint performance, compliance, and security.

Register for a Free Trial
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Request a Health Check

